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Abstract
This paper discusses time-aligned textual transcriptions and the relationships between them and other files to
which they relate. It addresses critical questions about the independent nature of transcriptions and annotations
as independent works under WEMI models. Arguments are presented for an analysis where transcriptions are
independent expressions if not also independent works. According to the Dublin Core 1:1 principle this means
that Dublin Core based metadata schemas should support these resources with a separate description record.
However, from a file based perspective these resources are not always a single file.
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1 Introduction

It is well known that music may be expressed in audible formats or in notated print media. Print resources have
been cataloged independently from audio recordings of the performances of the musical scores. Considering
WEMI entities, Riley (2008) notes that minimally music in print media and recordings of performances are
separate expressions of the same work:

It is clear from the FRBR report that Expressions have a defined form; that is, music
represented in visual notation is a different Expression than music represented as an audio
recording.

Additionally, musical performances may be evidenced via visual artifacts such as video or photographs.
Therefore, as illustrated in Figure 1, the audio and associated textual files are part of different expressions. A
remaining question exists: Are they part of the same Work? There are strong similarities between the score—
recording and annotation–recording, along the lines of the modality of engagement, but a key differences is
that one can not recreate sound in a recording from the annotation as one might do from a score.

2 Language Documentation Context

Within language scholarship, including folk studies, oral history studies, linguistics, philology, and anthropol-
ogy, some of the earliest cases of audio recording include the recording of ethnolinguistic minority speech
performances (Fewkes, 1890; Haddon & Myers, 1898). However, the written scholarly record has often
ignored the audio artifact and given preference reductionistic print-based surrogates. Within language scholar-
ship, textual representations are generally considered to come in two forms. The first, transcriptions, reduce
the audio signal to one of three types of textual representation: phonetic, phonological, or orthographic. In
addition to transcription, it is often the practice of scholars to provide grammatical or performative annotations
to textual formats (Thompson, 2004). These annotations may take a variety of textual forms but always
relate back to a theoretical framework of analysis and often reflect a different production processes than
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Figure 1: Relationships between transcription manifestations and other entities.
Diagram of related audio and associated entities manifestation and expression records.

the audio Manifestation. That is, transcripts may undergo separate revisions with additional input from
those who were recorded (Good, 2016). There is a wide consensus among scholars that both annotations
and transcriptions represent the application of theory and judgment apart from the source Work and are,
therefore, independent Works of analysis (Bird & Liberman, 2001; Bucholtz, 2000; Jaffe, 2000; Ochs, 1979;
Paterson III, 2015; Tillett, 2004). Within language scholarship Himmelmann (2012) classifies audio recordings
as raw data while annotations, translations, and transcriptions are classified as primary data. Himmelmann’s
divide acknowledges the different contributors as well as the different types of effort which goes into making
the resources. Himmelmann’s views along with those of Riley (2008) and Vellucci (2007) clearly place
the distinction between source audio and annotations, translations, and transcriptions as different WEMI
Expressions. However, Tillett (2004) classifies annotated editions as new Works. Taken together this suggests
that in cases of language scholarship that annotations and transcriptions are understood to be separate WEMI
Works from the underlying performative act documented via the audio or video artifact. There is an important
relationship between audio performances and their transcription or annotation which at times may be complex
to express in digital libraries. The proposed model allows one to postulate that it might be the case that there is
an underlying Work common to both textual and audio representations as well as being independent WEMI
Works. This is similar to how legal scholars and copyright law in the USA treat musical works. That is, the
Manifestation of the recorded musical performance constitutes a copyright-able work independent from the
copyrights applicable to the underlying work (U.S. Copyright Office, 2020, 2021a, 2021b). Within linguistic
scholarship, it is contested as to whether these underlying works actually exist for copyright purposes in all
cases. For example, some speech recordings consist of lists of words. It is doubtful that such a list of audio
tokens would meet the minimum artistic creation requirements of copyright applicability.2 If there is any such
underlying creativity for lists of audio tokens it is the creative effort of the list creator rather than the speaker
who would likely be the copyright holder (assuming the underlying work meets thresholds for copyright). With
regard to underlying works, the underlying work ought to be acknowledged. Four examples of underlying
Works, perhaps even with different Expressions, in more experimental projects involving language scholarship
include the use of the Pear Story (Chafe, 1980), the SIL comparative African wordlist (Snider & Roberts,
2004, 2006), the Swadesh list (Swadesh, 1952, 1955), and The North Wind and the Sun (Aesop, n.d.) as
used in various Illustrations of the International Phonetic Alphabet. Other recordings in language scholarship
consist of epics or myths which are common knowledge among the community and also might not qualify as a
copyright-able work due to a lack of an identifiable creator. In such cases, the performance may qualify as a
copyright-able work. Still yet other recordings in language scholarship do consist of authored performances
similar to scripted performances as is seen in the music or movie industries. The point is that audio recordings
may constitute several works. Cataloging these works is important. Textual representations of audio artifacts
then have a relationship not just with an audio file (performance) but also potentially with an underlying work.

2Copyright applicability is not the bases of identifying underlying works, but it does point to the importance of
identifying the resource at hand as well as any underlying work.
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Figure 2: Multiple Annotation Tiers in ELAN. Showing the Reported Speech template Nikitina et al., 2019.
Screenshot of ELAN showing multiple annotation tiers.

2.1 Technology and Expressions

The production workflows ought to inform the description and arrangement (including inter-entity relationships)
of audio artifacts and their textual associated entities. With the introduction of computers, time based
annotations of speech signals became more common. With tools such as ELAN (Sloetjes, 2022), PRAAT
(Boersma & Weenink, 2023), and Audacity (Audacity Team, 2022), time aligned textual representations
are the standard in language scholarship. Annotation and transcription of audio artifacts is expected in
Language Documentation (Himmelmann, 1998, 2012), a sub-field of linguistics with strong connections to
ethnolinguistic minorities, linguistics, folk studies, oral history studies, and preservation activities. Annotations
and transcriptions can come in several file formats. For example, professional video workflows use .srt files.
PRAAT workflows, often focused on word or phrase level units, use .TextGrid files. ELAN workflows,
compatible with both audio and video artifacts, use .eaf files. Other file formats and software workflows also
exist. However, ELAN is likely the most widely used tool. Therefore, it is given special attention. Like many
textual resources, annotations and transcriptions created in ELAN may be used directly in ELAN to edit audio
or video media, they may be used directly in other applications, or indirectly to derive statistics about their
related media files. Finally, annotations and transcriptions are frequently used to create annotated compilations
of texts or examples which are then published as evidence supporting linguistic analysis in monographs or
articles. As such, transcription and annotation files may be the object of reference in a dct:source relationship
for a variety of language resource objects. The importance of annotations and transcriptions artifacts within
the knowledge ecosystem means that each Manifestation ought to be independently referenceable following
scholarly best practices (Andreassen et al., 2018; Berez-Kroeker et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2016; Wu et al.,
2018).

2.2 ELAN workflow considerations

ELAN may be the tool of a single person or of a team of scholars. Team-based workflows using ELAN .eaf
files may contain annotations, transcriptions, or both. One should also assume that there is more than one
speaker’s contribution in the .eaf file as is common in discourse or dialogue studies and many non-laboratory
based language documentation scenes (Crasborn & Sloetjes, 2010). Increasingly, multi-person teams are
responsible for the investigative process. Some team members may engage in recording, while others in
annotation, and still others in transcription. Additionally, some machine learning or artificial intelligence
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based tools may be employed for transcription creation. In these types of situations, it is frequently the case
that each team member will focus on contributing to the annotation in a specific way. ELAN’s .eaf files are
time-aligned but are also tiered so that specific speakers can be tracked through a performance. Further, within
that performance, specific types of annotations can be made on specific tiers. ELAN Tiers are the horizontal
rows illustrated in the bottom half of Figure 2. The nature of ELAN does not allow two team members to
simultaneously annotate audio artifacts. This forces teams to share their annotations either by sequentially
working on files or by simultaneously working on duplicates of the same file and then merging their files into
a common file. Often research projects will set up a template file to make the process of setting up the various
tiers easier and consistent across a project. Collaborators without a pre-established common appreciation
for provenance retention in the workflow are prone to resort to file management practices which include
the use of E-mail, USB drives, Telegram3, and Dropbox4 to share files across the team. As a technologist,
linguist, and archivist, experience has shown that prudence includes and requires the use of distributed version
control to fully support team activities and leverage the power of integrated provenance tracking including
the reverse-ability of changes in scholarly outputs. One possibility is for implementing version control is Git,
but depending on the project tools such as DVC5 or Pachyderm6 may become useful. Teams of language
scholars have been noticed to use Github7 like Dropbox—as a simple file sharing service—without regard for
any of the provenance tracking features or collaboration features available via Git. Github provides more than
Kanban boards and to-do lists. Technologists in software development have developed best practices when
using Git which maximize the traceability of changes to a document (code base), including contributor, reason
for the change, and the actual change (Lee, 2020; Tsitoara, 2020). When using Git not only is traceability of
changes a possibility but also merge processes on divergent files are simplified. Reverts to a previous state
of a document, which are sometimes desired based on changes in analysis, are also part of the capability
of documents like .eaf files under Git version control. This means that in addition to the files under Git
version control there is an actual Git provenance log. Finally, with team-based uses of ELAN, the screen
layout preference file is considered a part of the annotation Item because it defines the materiality which
contextualizes the transcription artifact. The model suggests that the .git log, the textual representation
of the audio and the ELAN preference file for dealing with the single text artifact be combined in a single
manifestation record.8 This combination of files may appear to be a technical violation of the Dublin Core 1:1
Principle; however, its logical that the provenance should travel with the textual file. Therefore, the model
is constructed such that the preference-file component of the viewing experience (of the .eaf) is part of the
manifestation’s material context. Other language scholarship software, such as Shoebox9 Toolbox10 and FLEx
also have multipart issuance resources which must be used together in order to recover the full essence of the
artifact. Finally, the complexities of how the contents of a .eaf file can be created means that transcription
and annotation files may be aggregate works, containing works, expressions, and manifestations of different
works. Depending on how teams are established, contributors may include the original speaker, a team of
scholars with different roles, editors, analysts, and computer programs.

In contrast to the single creation event and static nature of audio recordings created in language research, their
associated text files have a very different creation process. Analysis suggests that annotation and transcription
files are a type of diachronic work (works that are embodied over time) known as continuing resources. For
example, each Git commit is given a unique identifier lending to an analysis that each commit represents a
different manifestation of a single expression. In addition to Git commits, a well managed Git project will
have tags and/or release versions of the resource, these markers lend themselves to an analysis of separate
expressions of the same work. Git technology also has a method for creating divergent and, sometimes,
experimental instances of the content, called branching. Branches with additional commits have a derivative
relationship with the main branch of a project. In contrast to new commits which instantiate new manifestations,
branches seem to be new diachronic works. Best practice for Git users newly joining a project is to fork
(clone) a project (make two WEMI Items from a single Manifestation). Then within their forked instance, they
create a new branch (new diachronic work). Ensuing modifications are then tested on their own branch until
the main branch of the original work assimilates any suggested changes. New branches are often merged into

3https://telegram.org
4https://dropbox.com
5https://dvc.org
6https://www.pachyderm.com
7https://github.com
8Within the Resource Description and Access (RDA) framework it appears that this manifestation then would have a

Mode of Issuance which is multiple unit; fitting the definition: A mode of issuance of a manifestation that is issued as a
multipart physical unit or intangible multipart logical unit.MARC/RDA Working Group (2020)

9https://software.sil.org/shoebox
10http://www.fieldlinguiststoolbox.org
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the main branch or abandoned. However, sometimes they can become the main branch of a new Work and take
on a life of their own within a new community of contributors.

Best practice for Git usage suggests that the main branch of a project ought not be the primary branch under
which development activity is conducted. This behavior means that the main resource is constantly assimilating
new content as the resource is developed.

Given the multi-tiered nature of .eaf files, it is always possible to add new layers of annotation or transcription
to the resource. Hence, these resources can reasonably be expected to not have a finite publication state. A
finite publication state is a hallmark distinction between monographic resources and continuing resources.
Thus in many cases it is reasonable to treat transcription files such as .eaf files as continuing resources.
Language annotation and transcription files may be years in the making and are often created, altered, or
enhanced long after the original audio is recorded. Continuing resources may additionally be classified as
indeterminate vs. determinate, and successive vs. integrating. With Git version control it seems that annotation
and transcription works, such as are embodied in .eaf files, are indeterminate (they have no predefined time
to cease their evolution) and integrating (each change is assimilated into the whole resource).

Annotation and transcription files like .eaf do not have separate parts such as journal issues are separate parts
of a journal, and therefore, meet the qualifications of integrating resources. Many integrating resources are
assimilatory and as such the identity of the integrated parts lose their identity upon assimilation. When under
Git version control, .eaf files and their updates can be bisected so that individual updates can be reviewed.
However, sans the provenance log, the distinctions would be indistinguishable.

3 Conclusion

For Dublin Core based metadata schemas, transcriptions and annotations should have their own description
records. This would maintain the 1:1 Principle. However there are clear cases where several files must be
considered a single unit. Transcription files, depending on their composition, may be works-of-works or
expressions-of-works. This is not really any different from print bound editions of some published works.
Finally, teams are frequently using git within scholarly project. The relationship between WEMI and various
git processes is mostly unexplored to date. A broader understanding of how git interacts with preservation,
stewardship, and scholarship would bring some clarity on how to catalog resources with multiple git controlled
instances.
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